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ABSTRACT

Social media becomes a communicating channel during a natural disaster for detecting disaster events because people share their opinions, feelings, activity during the disaster through the Twitter. Twitter is not simply a platform for broadcasting information, but one of informational interaction. So, we use this platform for mining various disaster relevant tweets during a natural disaster. We examine more than 4,500 tweets during crisis moment. In this paper, we propose a classifier for classifying the disaster phases using social data and identify these types of phases. We use KNN, a machine learning classification algorithm for classifying the disaster relevant tweets. By knowing different phases of a disaster, response teams can detect where disaster will happen; the medical enterprise can be prepared to mitigate the damage after disaster and neighborhood area may also be alert to face the disaster. We classify the disaster-related tweets into three phases that are: pre (preparedness before the disaster event), on (during disaster event), post (impact and recovery after the disaster). We also take the geolocation with latitude and longitude of the disaster event for visualizing it using an earth map which can be useful to emergency response teams and also increase social awareness of the disaster.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Social data now has become the popular media for extracting valuable information and a source that may contribute to situational awareness [23]. During the natural calamities people share their experience using tweet, and by seeing this tweet, we can understand that disaster is occurring in a particular area. Whenever Twitter users say rain is occurring or cyclone is acting to this area, by collecting this type of tweet we can detect in which area the natural disaster is occurring. Many researchers examined the disaster-related tweet for the sake of people and relied on a four-phase categorization (preparedness, response, impact, recovery) to mitigate their sufferings [2, 7]. So we think social network Twitter can be an excellent source for collecting twitter data during a natural disaster. We try to collect disaster relevant data from the Twitter and in previous studies focus on relevant data in disaster phases and extracted relevant tweets into many categories [25]. So the relevant tweet is extracted based on disaster keyword. Our main challenge is building a classifier for different phases and to classify the disaster relevant tweet and to identify various phases during a natural disaster. In this paper, we build a model for classifying the Twitter into three phases (pre, on, post). Moreover, we also show the geographical map of the affected are by visualizing and pointing out that type of different phases [19]. The main objective of our work is to help and inform the Medicine Company, people, and disaster response team about the impact of the catastrophe and to alert them. As we pointed out these phases on the Earth map, the response team can easily understand where and when this disaster is happening by seeing the map, and they can take immediate actions.
1.1. Tweets reflect phases during natural disaster

Twitter users tweet before the disaster for making awareness and during the natural disaster they tweet about the condition of nature, and after the disaster has occurred, they tweet for remediation. Here many types of tweet we find. Certain kinds of the tweets are like “be prepared for the Cyclone Debbie,” “Cyclone Debbie is coming,” and by seeing this kind of tweet, we can say it is a pre-status tweet. During a disaster event, some tweets are like, “it is raining” or “cyclone is occurring,” and from these tweets, we can say that this place is current disaster zone area. After the disaster, people share their sufferings, impacts and damages happened by the disaster, and the tweets are like “food”, “help”, “injured”, “death”. By seeing these kinds of the tweet, we can say that for remediation food, fund or any kinds of help is needed in that area for the mitigation of damage. Besides tweet also reflect the geographical status of the disaster affected area, and by collecting this location with the GPS, we also pointed out these three phases on an earth map which will help to make situational awareness.

1.2. Motivation

Our main challenge is identifying different phases of the natural disaster using social data. For this reason, we try to classify the disaster relevant data into some phases. This classification provides a framework to predict the pre-status before the disaster event, the on-status during a disaster and the post-status after the disaster has occurred. We select social data for our work because there could be many informative tweets can be found from them. For understanding the disaster event, we classify the disaster data into three phases which are pre (preparedness, public alert, and awareness), on-time (during the disaster event), and post (impact, damage, remediation, recovery). By detecting pre-phase, emergency response team can say that this area is in the disaster zone. So they can make awareness among the people that a catastrophe is coming, so to get prepared. Doctor, nurse and medical enterprise may get ready for curing the affected people. They also make awareness between the neighborhood areas because there is a high probability of a disaster occurring in that area. Thus awareness can be performed before the disaster takes place and that is on the pre-status phase. When a disaster is happening in a particular area, people become rushed to fight against the disaster, and during a disaster event, electricity loss happens in most of the cases, and internet connection may cut down. So, during a disaster, only a few tweets can be found. Most of the time this type of tweet is about the impact of the weather or nature during the disaster, and that is in the on-time-status phase. By detecting the post-status phase, response team can know about the damage caused by the disaster and take quick action to recover the damage. Remediation is needed to help the affected disaster zone after the disaster has occurred. By detecting the post phase emergency, the concerned people should be transferred to the medical center and take immediate medical care and proper medicine to cure them. Besides by seeing the geographical map of that type of phases, people can get alerted, and response team can create a situational awareness.

1.3. Research Questions

We have carefully considered the following research issues to accomplish our goal. In fact, the answer to these questions contains the core concept behind our work.

1.3.1. Why do we select a keyword from Twitter?

During a disaster event, many tweets can be tracked from the Twitter. We use this social media for tracking disaster relevant data, and this data is needed for classifying into three phases which we were determined in our work. Besides tracking public data is very easy. Without extracting this disaster data, we could not be able to train our algorithm, and therefore we use Twitter data.
1.3.2. Why do we need classifying disaster phases?

We need a classifier for classifying the disaster data into three classes and detecting each class of a tweet that it is in a particular phase. We can detect the phases by comparing the training data with the test data. So classifying disaster phases is needed for detecting disaster phases of a tweet.

1.3.3. Why do we assign the weight of a tweet?

There may have some extra word in the keyword from which we cannot understand that what type of tweet is it. So basically ignoring the last letter of a word we match every word of a tweet with the relevant keyword which we manually extracted. Based on the matching keyword we assign a weight of a tweet. For declaring the phases of a tweet weight is needed.

1.3.4. Why do we use KNN algorithm?

KNN algorithm is easy to understand and easy to implement. This classification algorithm helps to predict the data with better accuracy. So we use this algorithm so that our result can be much better. As this method contributes to predict data, we compare this predicted data with our actual data and can measure whether our result is right or wrong.

1.4. Overview of the Proposed Solution

Our main goal is detecting disaster phases during a natural disaster. So we trained a classification algorithm for classifying disaster data into three phases that are pre-status (before the disaster), on-time-status (during a disaster) and post-status (after a disaster has occurred). So to fulfill our aim, first of all, we extract data from social media based on hashtag using Twitter 4j API. We also extract data using time-boundary and the bounding box (collecting data with latitude and longitude). As there were many noisy data, so we clean the data using C++ programming based on the disaster hashtags. For the data cleaning process, we match a tweet word with a relevant keyword (manually extracted) and if any word matches then it was considered as a relevant data otherwise noisy data. For keyword matching, we check and compare the tweet word and related keyword in three steps (matching the tweet word with relevant keyword directly, matching the tweet word with keyword considering the last letter of a word as a relevant keyword, also consider the increasing length of 1 of a word as relevant). According to this process, we assign a weight of a tweet. We also normalize the time into minutes based on the posting time of a file.

We use KNN algorithm to classify this relevant data into three phases using four descriptive features (pre-status weight, on-status weight, post-status weight, time in minutes) and test features as like 1,0,0 (indicates pre-status high); 0,1,0 (on-status high); 0,0,1 (post-status high); 1,1,0 (pre-status and on-status both are same and high); In this case confusion occur because we cannot detect the phases. We split the file of data into training data and test data according to 2:1 ratio that means the training data is 0.67 (67%) and the test data is 0.33 (33%). Then we trained our algorithm by calculating the Euclidian distance between each test data with all of the training data and take the nearest distances 5 data as the value of K we assign 5 and take the majority voted data from it. From that majority voted data we can predict the disaster phases.

We extract disaster relevant data manually and compare the actual data with the predicted data which we get after classifying and show how accurate our result is. Then we get the accuracy of our result based on the correct prediction. We also visualize and demonstrate the percentage of three phases using a pie-chart and graphically represent the data with the posted time in minutes using axis-chart. After that, we create a map using the latitude and longitude of the affected area. In an earth map, we try to point out the particular area under each disaster phase.

After completing this classification step, we evaluate our result by calculating the precision, recall, F1-measure of each phase and the overall accuracy of our paper.
2. **BACKGROUND**

We extract social data using Twitter 4j API and assign a weight of a status. For calculating the weight we need max time and min time of tweets (in minutes) which is in the file, also need a ratio which we identified using a ternary search [14, 21]. We classify the disaster data into three phases. For classifying disaster phases, we use a machine learning algorithm that is KNN to predict the different phases and also use confusion matrix for calculating the accuracy of our experiment. Then we use matplotlib library for visualizing our work and create pie-chart, axis-chart, and Earth-map.

2.1. **Twitter 4j API**

Twitter4J is a Java library for the Twitter API [12]. With Twitter4J, we can easily use our Java application with the Twitter service. The Twitter Platform connects our website or application with the global conversation happening on Twitter. To get the recent tweets based on hashtags, we can use streaming API through which we can extract the data.

2.2. **Ternary Search**

For finding a maximum or minimum point in U-shape graph, the ternary search is the best choice. A ternary search [14, 21] is an example of a divide and conquer algorithm. A ternary search determines either that the minimum or maximum cannot be in the first third of the domain or that it cannot be in the last third of the domain, then repeats on the remaining two-thirds.

2.3. **K-nearest Neighbor (KNN)**

A K-nearest neighbor is a machine learning classification algorithm [8]. It is a similarity base learning. Whenever we have a new point to classify, we find its K-nearest neighbor from the training data and the new point is assigned from the majority of classes. The distance is calculated by using the following measures: Euclidean, Minkowski, Manhattan. In classification problems, KNN is most commonly used. The main drawback of KNN is the complexity in searching the nearest neighbor for each sample. We implement this algorithm in Python [20].

2.4. **Matplotlib**

Matplotlib [13] is a plotting library for the Python programming language and its numerical mathematics extension NumPy. It provides an object-oriented API for embedding plots into applications using general-purpose GUI toolkits. Pyplot is a matplotlib module which provides an MATLAB-like interface. Matplotlib is designed to be as usable as MATLAB, with the ability to use Python, with the advantage that it is free. We also use multiple maps using subplots [19].

2.5. **Confusion matrix**

Confusion matrix contains information about actual and predicted classifications done by a classification system and describes the performance of a classifier model [9]. For evaluating the performance [18] of such systems, we have to use the data in the matrix.

3. **RELATED WORK**

Many researchers provide disaster-related information during a natural disaster using social data. Ashktorab et al. [1] introduce tweedr, a twitter-mining tool, which extracts actionable information during a natural disaster for helping disaster responder team. The tweedr pipeline consists of three main parts: classification, clustering, and extraction. Some researchers also make an automatic method for extracting information nuggets [3] so that they can help professional emergency responders and the Twitter data has been categorized into different features such as Caution, Advice, Fatality, Injury, Offers of Help, Missing and General Population Information. Recently it
has been found that for helping emergency responders to act quickly for disaster response and disaster relief, actionable data can be extracted from social media. Here [4] a tweet tracker tool has been proposed. During disaster, by tracking and monitoring disaster-related twitter data researchers help Humanitarian Aid and Disaster Relief (HADR) respondents for gaining valuable insights and situational awareness in the affected area

Many studies have applied to work with geographic locations of tweets of the disaster event to help the emergency response team to make situational awareness. Social media messages have been separated into four categories (preparedness, response, impact, and recovery) [2] to understand the disaster event, and this framework has been done with the relevant tweet to take action quickly and efficiently in the impacted communities. Other researchers also describe the use of disaster phases (mitigation, preparedness, emergency response, and recovery) [7] which has assisted both disaster researchers and managers. In this paper, it has been suggested that the use of disaster phases can improve the theoretical and applied dimension of the field during disaster periods and also mentioned that disaster researchers have used disaster phases to organize significant findings and recommendations about disasters.

Big Data can help in all four phases of disaster management [22]. However, significant big data research challenges arise because of disaster management requirements for quality of service (e.g., highly available real-time response) and quality of information (e.g., reliable communications on resource availability for the victim). Besides, social data is a source of extracting valuable information to make situational awareness [23]. The goal of this paper is to identify and measure features that could support technology in analyzing mass emergency situations. The contribution of this article is considering “situational update” information that is communicated by people through microblogging in mass emergency situations.

It has been described that annotating social media data with geographic coordinate is more valuable for quickly finding out the area under the victim [5]. Twitter user locations are being estimated by propagating the locations of GPS-known users across a Twitter social network. A method has been invented to locate the overwhelming majority of active Twitter users by examining their locations. The algorithm assigns a location to a user based on the locations of their friends by calculating the min, median and max distance between their friends. Moreover, the automatic geolocation of social media messages is beneficial [10]. They analyze that since different people, in different locations write messages at different times; these factors can significantly vary the performance of a geo-location system over time.

In this paper, they consider the task of tweet geo-location, where a system identifies the location where a single tweet was written. Here [11] it has been investigated and improved on the task of text-based geo-location prediction of Twitter users. They present an integrated geo-location prediction framework and investigate what factors impact on prediction accuracy. Here they evaluate the impact of temporal variance on model generalization and discuss how users differ regarding their geo-locatability.

The contributions of this paper [6] are to introduce AIDR (Artificial Intelligence for Disaster Response), a platform designed to perform automatic classification of crisis-related social data. The objective of AIDR is to classify messages that people post during disasters into a set of user-defined categories of information (e.g., “needs”, “damage”) For this purpose, the system continuously ingests data from Twitter, processes it (i.e., using machine learning classification techniques). Imran et al. [25], extracted tweets into several categories, caution and advice, casualty and damage, donation and offer, and information source during a natural disaster. A platform AIDR is also described here, which collects human annotations over time to create and maintain automatic supervised classifiers for social media messages.
The contribution of this paper \cite{15} is that conducting a systematic comparative analysis of nine state-of-the-art network-based methods for performing geolocation inference at the global scale. The analysis identifies a significant performance disparity between that reported in the literature and that seen in real-world conditions. All implementations have been released in an open source geo-inference package to aid reproducibility and future comparison.

Lie et al. \cite{16} declare that Twitter data contains valuable information that has the potential to help improve the speed, quality, and efficiency of disaster response. However, supervised learning algorithms require labeled data to learn accurate classifiers. Experimental results suggest that, for some tasks, source data itself can be useful for classifying target data. However, for tasks specific to a particular disaster, domain adaptation approaches that use target unlabeled data in addition to source labeled data are superior.

This paper \cite{17} presents a CyberGIS framework that can automatically synthesize multi-sourced data, such as social media and socioeconomic data, to track disaster events, to produce maps, and to perform statistical analysis for disaster management. In this framework, Apache Hive, Hadoop, and Mahout are used as scalable distributed storage, computing environment, and machine learning library to store, process and mine massive social media data.

Several attempts have taken to illustrate volunteered geographical data (VGI) \cite{24}. Volunteered data obtained through Google news, videos and photos are added to modify the contour regions. A new methodology for the generation of flood hazard maps is presented using remote sensing and volunteered geographical data.

\section{Proposed Solution}

Our solution consists of several computational steps. Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the proposed solution. In this section, we describe each computational step in detail.

\subsection{Collecting Data}

We collect tweet from Twitter using Twitter4j API in JAVA based on hashtags. Using those hashtags, we collect randomly 4,500 tweets without any bounding-box and no time-bound.

\subsection{Keyword Selection}

From 4500 tweets, we select a total number of 65 keywords and classify them into three different phases - Pre-Status, On-time-Status, and Post-Status. Table 1 shows these keywords. Sometimes some keywords are classified under one phase, but due to the presence of another word, the actual meaning of the tweet could be divided into a different phase. As for example, consider tweets - “Response teams are coming” and “response teams are working”. Here the former belongs to “Pre-Status” and the latter belongs to “Post-Status”.

Therefore, we keep another checking to solve this type of problem. Table 2 shows the list of this type of keywords.
Figure 1. Flow Chart of the Proposed Solution

Table 1. Disaster-related keywords

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Number Of Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Status</td>
<td>ready, warning, alerts, preparedness, safety, tornado safety, staysafe, declaration, plan, prepared, ready, tornado warning, takeover, awareness, Alert, Beware, prepared, team, Emergency Preparedness, Flood Ready, Have A Plan, emergency.</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-time-status</td>
<td>thunderstorm, outbreaks, snowstorm, lightning, blizzard, clouds, rain, bad weather, stormchasers, pray, Drowning, overflow, damaging, wind, sky, flooding, flood, after, stay</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-status</td>
<td>disaster, recovery, shelter, donations, recovery, victims, rebuilding, damaged, relief, house, response, responder, help, helping, Disaster Solutions, FLOOD DAMAGE, dead, effects, volunteers, restoration, impacts, survivors, Emergency Relief, startup, experienced, team, strong</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Some disaster-related keywords with other related words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Related Word</th>
<th>Belongage to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Response</td>
<td>Way</td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Damage</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>Will</td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damage</td>
<td>Will</td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help</td>
<td>Can</td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shatter</td>
<td>Will</td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepared</td>
<td>Wae</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain</td>
<td>Coming</td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud</td>
<td>Coming</td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteer</td>
<td>Join</td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain</td>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain</td>
<td>Calm</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Working</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help</td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>On</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Assigning Weight of a Tweet

We formulate an equation to assign a weight of a tweet. The equation is:

\[
\text{weight of a tweet} = (\text{maxtime} - \text{mintime}) \times \text{ratio} \times \text{number of matches} \quad \text{(Eq. 1)}
\]

In Eq. 1, time is measured in minutes. Number of matches is the number of keyword matches with the words of a tweet. We consider three rules for counting matches.

i. Directly and equally the keyword and a word of a tweet is matched. Example: (“rain”[Keyword] and “rain”[A word of tweet]).

ii. If there is any last letter like ‘.’(dot), ‘,’(comma), ‘?’(interrogation symbol and ‘!’(Exclamatory symbol) then we ignore it and check without it, Example: (“rain”[Keyword] and “rain.”[A word of tweet]).

iii. If a keyword matches completely but the word_of_tweet_length - Keyword_length = 1 then we accept that as a match. (“wind”[Keyword] and “winds”[A word of tweet]).

The ratio is found by using ternary search. Lower bound and upper bound of ternary search is 0.0 and 1.0. The actual value is calculated by taking the average accuracy of five random iterations of each ratio point. Figure 2 shows the justification of taking ratio = 0.75.

4.4. Providing the Ground Value

We provide the ground value of all tweets manually by reading all cleaned tweets and determine their original value.

Figure 2. Accuracy of Phase Detection of file 1
4.5. Predicting Phase of the Tweet

Now we use KNN [K=5] to predict the phase of a tweet. 67% data are using as a training set and 33% used as a test set of a data file. There are four characteristic features in the dataset (e.g. Pre-Status, On-time-Status, Post-Status, Time) and three target features (Pre-Status, On-time-Status, Post-Status). As an example, the weight of the Pre-status is higher than the other two target features the value of 3 target features would be [1, 0, 0].

Now program selects five nearest training dataset by using Euclidean distance. The three phases point is counted from the target features of these 5 data and returns the phase which gets the maximum number of point and predicts that as the phase of that tweet. Now we compare the predicted value with the actual ground value. We build a confusion matrix based on the average of 5 iterations.

We take the last 10% data whose predicted value and the actual value is equal. Afterward, we count which phase occurs most from these tweets and then select that phase.

4.6. Demonstration of the Proposed Solution

In Queensland, Australia recently a Cyclone named Debbie has occurred. This disaster hits the Queensland in the evening of 28th March 2017. We collect tweets in three steps based on two hashtags (e.g. #Cyconedebbie, #disaster). Table 3 shows the overview of this data collection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Time Interval</th>
<th>Total Tweets</th>
<th>Clean Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>26\textsuperscript{th} - 27\textsuperscript{th} March 2017</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>28\textsuperscript{th} - 29\textsuperscript{th} March 2017</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30\textsuperscript{th} - 31\textsuperscript{st} March 2017</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are 4 files of dataset, file1 has step-1 data (pre-status), file2 has step-2 data (on-time-status), file3 has step-3 data (post-status) and file4 has all data (three-status).

Then we give the actual value of all these tweets manually trained the KNN algorithm to predict the phase of these data.

4.6.1. Visualization of file1

In Figure 3, we visually represent the percentage of the actual value and the predicted value of phase1 using a pie chart. From here we can see that in pre-status phase the percentage of data is 85.11 (actual) and 77.08 (predicted), in on-status phase the percentage are 14.89 (actual) and 22.92 (predicted), whereas in post-status phase there is 0.00% data in both cases. As in pre-status phase in both actual and predicted the percentage is higher than another two phases so we can say that this chart indicates that this data is under pre-status phase. When we collect data from cyclone-Debbie there, we see that whenever people tweet for the awareness before the cyclone in that time cyclone has been beginning and so during the pre-status phase, people were posting an on-status tweet. So we get tweets in on-time-status.
In Figure 4, the actual data and predicted data of phase1 are graphically represented using axis diagram. Here we visualize three phases using three colors (green for pre, red for on, yellow for the post). In this figure, the x-axis represents the Time in minutes, and the y-axis is the Number of Tweets. The circled point indicates the data of each phase including time represented by the color. By comparing and observing the actual and predicted data we can understand that in pre-status phase there are many data and in on-status phase, there are little bit data and here is no yellow data so post-status phase is empty. By observing the data, we can understand that this is pre-status data because the number of tweets is higher in pre-status phase in both cases.

Figure 5 shows two tiny green stars pointing out the affected area [both for actual and predicted data]. As a green star represents as Pre-Status, we can say that this is under Pre-Status phase. By seeing the visualization of file1, we can observe that our solution declares step1 (26th-27th, March 2017) was the Pre-Status phase.
4.6.2. Visualization of file2

Figure 6 describes the visual representation of the actual and predicted value of phase2 using pie-chart. By comparing figures of actual and predicted values, we can see that the percentage of data in pre-status phase is 9.38 (actual) and 9.09 (predicted), in on-status phase percentage is 56.25(actual) 57.58 (predicted), whereas in post-status phase it is 34.38 (actual) 33.33 (predicted). We could say that in on-status phase the percentage is higher than the two. So we could say that we correctly predict that this is in on-status phase because actual and predicted value is almost same.

In Figure 7, the actual and predicted data of phase2 is graphically represented using axis diagram. Here we visualize three phases. By comparing the actual and predicted value, we can understand that in on-status phase there is a higher data than the two. By observing the data, we can understand that this is in on-status phase though there are post-status data because of the flooding during the cyclone.

From Figure 8 we can see that a tiny red circle is pointing out the affected area. As a red circle represents as On-time-Status, we can say that this is under On-time-Status phase.

By seeing the visualization of file2, we can observe that our solution declares step2 (28th-29th, March 2017) was the On-Time-Status phase.
4.6.3. Visualization of file3

From this figure (Figure 9) of actual and predicted value by comparing the percentage of three statuses we see that the percentage of pre-status and the on-status phase is same (10.17) for both cases and in post-status phase, 79.66 (actual and predicted). As the percentage of post-status
phase is higher than another two phases so we can say that this chart indicates that this data is under post-status phase. A little bit of pre-status and on-status phases also here.

Figure 10. Axis Chart (Actual & Predicted) of file3

The actual and predicted data of phase3 is graphically represented using axis diagram. From this chart, we can see that yellow circle point indicates the higher data than the red and green data. As the yellow color represents the post-status phase, so by observing the data, we can understand that this is in post-status phase. So we can predict well that this is post-status data.

Figure 11. The actual (left) & predicted (right) Earth map of file3

From this figure (Figure 11), we can see that two tiny red circles & two yellow triangles pointing out the affected area. As red circle represents as On-time-Status, and yellow triangle represent Post-Status. So we can say that this is under On-time-Status and Post-Status phase.

By seeing the visualization of file3, we can observe that our solution declares step3 (30th-31st, March 2017) was the Post-Status phase.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Here we calculate some comparison results in all three file using confusion matrix and find Precision, Recall and F1-measure from 5 random iterations of those files.

5.1. Confusion Matrix of file1

In this confusion matrix as shown in Table 4, from the 48.2 actual pre-status tweets, the program can predict that 43 were pre-status tweets and 5.2 were on-status tweets, and from the actual 4.4 on-status tweets, the program can predict 4.4 on-status tweets correctly and here is no post-status tweets. The accuracy of file1 we get is 90.11%.
5.2. Confusion Matrix of file2

In this confusion matrix as depicted in Table 5, from the 15.6 actual on-time-status tweets, the program can predict that 14.8 were on-time-status tweets, 0.6 were pre-status phases, and 0.2 were post-status tweets, and from the actual 6.8 post-status tweets, the system can predict 6.2 post-status tweets. The accuracy of file2 we get is 95.70%.

Table 5. Confusion Matrix of file2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Status</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-time-Status</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Status</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3. Confusion Matrix of file3

In this confusion matrix (see Table 6), from the 57.4 actual post-status tweets, the system can predict that 49.2 were post-status tweets, 5.4 were pre-status tweets, and 2.8 were on-time-status tweets, and from the actual 0.8 post-status tweets, the system can predict 0.8 post-status tweets. The accuracy of file 3 is 85.90%.

Table 6. Confusion Matrix of file3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Status</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-time-Status</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Status</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4. Performance Evaluation using Precision, Recall and F1-measure

![Figure 12. Precision, Recall and F1-measure of file1](image-url)
Figure 12 shows precision, recall, and F1-measure of tweets of file 1. We get precision (1.000), recall (0.892) and F1-measure (0.942) of pre-status tweets. In on-status it is, precision (0.458), recall (1.000) and F1-measure (0.682). Similarly, for post-status, we get ambiguous for all three measures. From this measurement, we see that this is pre-status.

![Graph showing precision, recall, and F1-measure](image)

**Figure 13.** Precision, Recall and F1-measure of file2

In Figure 13, we get precision (0.692), recall (1.000) and F1-measure (0.817) of pre-status tweets. In on-status, precision (1.000), recall (0.949) and F1-measure (0.973). In post-status, precision, recall, and F1-measure value are same (0.968). This measurement indicates that this is on-time-status.

![Graph showing precision, recall, and F1-measure](image)

**Figure 14.** Precision, Recall, and F1-measure of file3

The result of file3 is shown in Figure 14. We get no precision, recall, and F1-measure is ambiguous of pre-status tweets. In on-status, precision (0.222), recall (1.000) and F1-measure (0.360). In post-status, precision (1.000), recall (0.857) and F1-measure (0.922). From this measurement, we can say that this is post-status tweets.

6. **Conclusion and Future Work**

Twitter is a popular social media, and during natural disaster or any other crisis moment this source is beneficial for tracking the disaster data to alert people or helps the affected people. In our work, we track this twitter data with latitude and longitude using text mining technique during a disaster, Cyclone Debbie in Queensland, Australia (26 March to 31 March 2017, three steps). A machine learning classifier technique is introduced here to categorize these messages. Our aim was to measure and classify these tweets into three phases (pre, on, post) and detect the phases. We also visualize the actual and predicted value of each category phases using pie chart and axis chart and seeing this graph we can easily compare the actual data and the predicted data and the percentage of each phase and also visualize our experimental result by showing the earth map and pointing out these three phases on that map. Our result indicates that there is an increasing number of classification accuracy and we calculate this using confusion matrix. We also take the screenshot of the accuracy of each category phases and the all the phases to show our result how accurate it is.
In future, the most damaged area of a disaster can be pointing out by using our work so that by seeing the pointed map affected people can get help, food, and donation by the response team. Our paper is also helpful for examining the disaster tweet with their geo-location by mapping. In future, the more risky zone of a disaster can also be finding out so that people can alert and make a recovery plan or leave the dangerous area for reducing the damage. Also, it can be possible to predict the nature and the danger level during a natural disaster. It is also feasible to visualize the live disaster moment in future and will be very helpful for disaster responder. By visualizing the live disaster event, it will be straightforward to find out the area under the disaster event.
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